Smooth operations with the Hi-TEC Performance System.

Spies Hecker – simply closer.
Simple, practical and dependable.

You have to be able to rely on your paint products. They should be easy to apply and lend strong support to process efficiency.

What you should expect from your paint system.

**Reliable results.**
The base coat delivers high opacity and an excellent colour match. Tried-and-tested high-grade technologies ensure fine results that can be achieved easily by any painter.

**Easy to use.**
A compact, integrated product system comprising surfacer, base coat and clear coat that is easy to apply. Paint defects are thus kept to a minimum.

**Rapid vehicle throughput, flexible paint application.**
Thanks to easy sanding, rapid paint application and fast drying of the materials, vehicles spend less time laid-up, and throughput in the bodyshop is accelerated. The clear coat can be variably applied in 1.5 or 2 coats, as instructed.
The Hi-TEC Performance System.

A solid foundation.

**Permasolid® HS Performance Surfacer 5320.**

- Very easy processing
- Good overspray absorption and smooth surface levelling
- Very good vertical stability
- Outstanding sanding characteristics
- Surfacer available in white, medium-grey and dark-grey
- High yield
- Outstanding gloss and flow

Base coat with huge potential.

**Permahyd® Hi-TEC Base Coat 480.**

- Quick and easy to apply
- Highly dependable results thanks to uniform effect formation
- Excellent hiding power, high colour accuracy
- Short process times
- Simple and reliable blending-in
- Greater flexibility with interior, multistage and multicolour finishes
For universal and flexible application.

**Permasolid® HS Clear Coat 8055.**

- Suitable for all repairs
- Simple and reliable application
- Flexible in its application. For standard repairs such as mudguards, doors or partial resprays, applied in a single spray pass (= 1.5 coats). Alternatively, for extra-high standards, e.g. full resprays, application in 2 coats.
- Good build and gloss
- Easy to polish
- Can be mixed with any VHS hardeners and HS Additive 9034.

High productivity.

Spies Hecker not only provides technical recommendations on product systems, but also advises bodyshops on ways to optimise their processes – ultimately, it’s always also a question of achieving outstanding business results.

Quick.

The quick and easy way to the matching colour: we give you a demonstration of the most efficient equipment for colour identification and show you how to simplify the overall colour-matching process.

Skilled.

Your staff are your most important asset. This is why we instruct them on everything they need to know on your site or at our Training Academy. Everything from a grounding in paint technology to modern colour management.

For the highest standards combined with reliable application.

**Permasolid® HS Optimum Plus Clear Coat 8650.**

The clear coat for a fast finish.

- Flexible in its application in a single spray pass (= 1.5 coats)
- Optimal processing even in unfavourable booth conditions, e.g. low drying temperatures
- Very rapid drying
- Very good IR drying
- Quick and easy polishing
- Permasolid® HS Additive 9026 can also be used.
The Hi-TEC Performance System for all the needs of day-to-day business ...

... and for special challenges.